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Abstract
In strongly typed Object-Oriented Programming languages, it is
common to encounter type incompatibilities between separately de-
veloped software components one desires to compose. Using the
Adapter pattern to overcome these type incompatibilities is only an
option if changing the source code of the software components is
feasible, as references from objects to other objects are oftentimes
hard-coded. The concept of Dependency Injection (DI) is aimed
at mitigating the issue of hard-coded references. However, current
implementations of DI are intrusive in ways that component devel-
opers need to foresee future use cases. To increase the reusability
of components we propose an approach and a tool to configure in-
teroperations between components externally, without the need for
intrusive code changes. This approach is based on a new depen-
dency injection mechanism that is combined with the Adapter pat-
tern. If necessary, the most appropriate adapter to inject is selected
automatically, thereby making the specifications of dependency in-
jection very flexible.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features—Classes and objects

General Terms Languages, Design

Keywords dependency injection, adapter pattern, software com-
position, reusability

1. Introduction
One particular goal of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) is to
enable re-use of components, i.e., classes [10]. But composing sep-
arately developed components is not always trivial. The main prob-
lem that can arise when integrating components is incompatibility
of interfaces. Programming languages, which offer the possibility
to modify the interface of classes, e.g., in terms of dynamic typing
or the open classes formalism such as the Common Lisp Object
System (CLOS) [7], can mitigate this problem. However, in this
paper, we focus on more commonly used OOP languages that have
closed classes and are statically typed, such as Java.
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Figure 1. Left: the situation — Right: the preferred structure.

The Adapter design pattern [4] provides a solution in such a
setting, however, it needs to be applied from the beginning of the
development of an application or component. This way it becomes
an intertwined part of the software. While this intertwined nature is
an undesirable property on its own, two other major problems arise
due to it.

The first problem is that the composition methodology of one
component, i.e. what techniques or patterns are used for composi-
tion, may not be compatible with the composition methodology of
another component, which makes composing the two difficult. Due
to the intertwined nature of these approaches one cannot simply
switch to another. The second problem is that by having the com-
position approach as an integral part of the software, one still has
the issue that one cannot foresee every future use case and “com-
position point”.

For illustration of the problem statement, consider an ap-
plication being developed which re-uses a logger component
(AppLogger) and another component (HTTP) which retrieves data
over the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The HTTP compo-
nent also uses a logging component itself, but different from the
one the application uses. The situation is schematically visualised
on the left side in Figure 1.

Instead of having two active logging components, we would like
the HTTP component to also use the application logger, as shown
on the right-hand side of Figure 1. There may be two challenges in
this integration scenario, namely that the logging components have
incompatible types and that access to them is hard-coded.

A common solution to integrate classes of different types but
otherwise similar behavior is to use the Adapter pattern [4]. The
Adapter pattern places an intermediary class, the adapter, between
the “caller” and the type incompatible “callee”. The adapter class
aggregates the callee, now called the adaptee, and is type compati-
ble with what the caller expects. It “translates” the method calls on
it to calls the callee understands. Figure 2 shows a class diagram
using the Adapter pattern. In particular, we use the object adapter
pattern, not the class adapter pattern that is also discussed in the
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Figure 2. Structure of the Adapter pattern.

“Gang of Four” book [4]. The class adapter pattern would require
multiple inheritance, which is not always available in the languages
we aim to support.

While this solution now allows the HTTP component to use the
application logger through its own interface, we still need to make
sure that the HTTP component uses the LoggerAdapter instead of
its own logger. If the access to the logger in the HTTP component
is not implemented with the Inversion of Control (IoC) principle
in the first place, that means to change its implementation; either
to introduce the IoC principle or to hard-code a dependency to
LoggerAdapter.

Dependency Injection (DI) [3] frameworks such as JNDI,
Spring and Google Guice exist to support the introduction if the In-
version of Control (IoC) principle. In our example, we can use such
frameworks to externally control which concrete HTTPLogger to
instantiate and use in the HTTP component, e.g., to force using the
LoggerAdapter. However, existing DI frameworks require prepar-
ing the injection sites in the source code, i.e., they cannot be used
to incorporate fully unanticipated compositions.

For making independently developed components interact with-
out changing their source code, we claim that dependency injection
and adaption is necessary at the same time. Such a DI approach
can automatically and transparently create and inject adapters if the
specified new dependency is not type-compatible with the injection
site. This facilitates the development and distribution of libraries
of adapters between types of popular APIs like Java logging and
Log4J. A combined dependency injection and adaptation frame-
work can also automatically resolve conflicts if multiple adapter
implementations are available to adjust from the type of the object
to be injected to the type of the injection point. As a consequence,
reuse and interoperation between components using different APIs
for similar tasks are leveraged, and in particular stimulate reuse of
adapter implementations.

In particular, an approach is needed that fulfills the following
criteria:

1. It must be possible to flexibly replace object references by
means of external configuration.

2. Adapters for type-incompatible objects must be chosen trans-
parently.

3. A user must be able to override the automatic choice of
adapters.

4. It must be possible to statically reason about the completeness
and unambiguity of compositions.

Our solution for a non-intrusive, adapter-aware dependency in-
jection framework, called the Gluer framework, requires develop-
ers to provide two artifacts. First, dependency injection statements
are specified in a declarative Domain-Specific Language (DSL).
Second, adapters can be implemented in plain Java but have to be
identified by annotations provided by our framework.

The injection statements declare what is injected and where
it needs to be injected. They are executed by our framework at
runtime, effectively glueing the components together. One of the

strengths of our solution lies in what happens when the type of
what is injected is not compatible with where it is injected. In such
a case, the framework automatically chooses and uses an adapter.
Choosing an adapter follows a strict resolution semantics, i.e., the
semantics describe how the most suitable adapter is chosen from
the registry of available adapters. While injection and adaptation
is performed at runtime, our framework can also be run in an
offline mode to check whether injections will always be resolvable
unambiguously at runtime.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we explain
the workings of the Gluer DSL and framework by first discussing
its behavior at runtime and second discussing the offline checks
it can perform. We validate the effectiveness of our approach in
Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss related work and future
directions before we conclude our work in Section 6

2. Gluer: A Proof-of-concept implementation
To first get an idea of where the Gluer framework1 is positioned
with respect to the inputs and the application it is applied to, Figures
3 and 4 show schematic overviews of its two execution modes:
runtime and checking. Note that the red, underlined components
are what the Gluer framework contributes.

Figure 3. The position of Gluer and the flow of information, at
runtime mode.

Figure 3 shows the flow of information when Gluer is in the
runtime mode of execution. In runtime mode, Gluer is executed as
a Java agent, sitting in between the application and the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), that registers a ClassFileTransformator to instru-
ment classes at load-time. The application class files are loaded by
the JVM as demanded by the application; at load-time, the trans-
former performs the dependency injections with help of the Gluer
runtime component, which is why a link between the application
and the Gluer runtime exists. The injections may need adapters,
which is why those are also loaded into the JVM and end up in
the application. Because classes are altered at load-time, the Gluer
framework does not require modification of any class files on the
file system.

Gluer can also be executed offline, in checking mode. Figure
4 shows the flow of information in this case. Now Gluer acts as

1 The source code of the Gluer framework is available on GitHub: https:
//github.com/aroemers/gluer.
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Figure 4. The position of Gluer and the flow of information, at
checking mode.

an application itself on top of the JVM. One sees that the associa-
tion statements are read directly by Gluer, but more importantly,
the class files are read directly by Gluer as well. This way, the
aforementioned static analysis can be performed without actually
loading the classes in the JVM.

2.1 Runtime Mode
In the following we will first elaborate the runtime mode and
explain the execution semantics of Gluer alongside. In Subsection
2.2, we will discuss the checks that Gluer can perform offline to
inform about illegal or potentially faulty association specifications.

2.1.1 Adapters
The key point of our solution is to have automatic adaptation for
type-incompatible injections. For this, the Gluer framework has a
registry of adapter classes available, as is also depicted on the left
side of Figure 3/4. We have chosen for adapters to be plain Java
classes. This way, the developer is flexible in defining the adapters
as he or she sees fit. It is the Gluer framework that instantiates these
classes automatically when needed.

Although the adapter classes are plain Java classes, they do need
to have some properties in order to be discoverable and usable by
Gluer. These properties are:

1. They need to be tagged with the @Adapter annotation. This way,
the framework recognises a class as an adapter and will register
it into the adapter registry.

2. The types (classes and interfaces) it extends or implements
determine where the adapter can be used, i.e. where it can be
injected. There are no restrictions on what the adapter extents
or implements.

3. The constructors with a single non-primitive argument deter-
mine what an adapter can “adapt” from. The single argument to
such a constructor is the adaptee. At least one such constructor
is required. More are allowed and are well supported, but it is
advised that the adaptees are related. Otherwise it may be better
to implement multiple adapters.

4. Furthermore, there are some restrictions on the modifiers of
an adapter class. The class needs to be declared public. If the
class is a member of another class, it needs to be declared
static as well. The class cannot be abstract. These properties are
required, so that the class can be instantiated by the framework.

Taking our scenario from Section 1 as an example, we need to
define an adapter that extends the HTTPLogger class and takes an
AppLogger as its adaptee. This results in the following Java code:

1 import gluer.Adapter;
2

3 @Adapter
4 public class App2HTTPLogger extends HTTPLogger {
5

6 private AppLogger adaptee;
7

8 public App2HTTPLogger(AppLogger adaptee) {
9 this.adaptee = adaptee;

10 }
11

12 public void log(String msg, int lvl) {
13 switch (lvl) {
14 case 0: adaptee.warn(msg); break;
15 case 1: adaptee.error(msg); break;
16 }
17 }
18 }

Listing 1. Example adapter class.

Considering the properties for adapters, the above listing defines
a class that is recognised as an adapter due to the @Adapter anno-
tation on line 3, that is type compatible with an HTTPLogger due
to the extension on line 4, and takes an AppLogger as its adaptee
due to the constructor on line 8. The adapter class is automatically
registered into the adapter registry together with these properties.

2.1.2 Associations
Composing objects using Gluer is done with what we call associa-
tions. An association is a declarative statement that specifies what
object is associated where. These associations are like injections,
as they inject the what into the where. The difference is that there is
a layer of indirection, i.e. the adapters. Injections imply that what
is specified as the injectee is directly injected in the specified in-
jection point. In our framework this is not necessarily the case. As
we will see when discussing the adapter resolution (section 2.1.3),
in many cases the injectee is adapted and it is the adapter that is
injected. This indirection is where the strength of our solution lies.

An association statement is defined in a separate file, i.e. not in
a Java source file, as shown on the top left side of Figures 3 and 4.
Multiple of these statements can be defined in such a file and they
have the following form:

associate <where> with <what>

Both the <where> and <what> can be specified using several
kinds of selection statements. As associations are declarative, nat-
urally these selection statements are declarative as well. Since our
associations have a strong similarity with “normal” DI, we can see
the <where> selection statement as the injection point. What is
injected we call the associatee.

A parser for the Gluer DSL (we use the .gluer extension to
denote Gluer specifications) and the Gluer framework itself are
implemented in Clojure [6], a Lisp dialect compiled for the JVM.
One of the design goals was to have the DSL grammar to be easily
extendible at compile time, and even at runtime. This way, support
for new keywords and their behaviour can be added by loading
plugins at runtime, making the framework extendible. We make use
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of Clojure’s dynamic dispatch features to facilitate this extensibility
with respect to the types of what and where selection statements.

In our proof-of-concept implementation, one <where> selec-
tion has been implemented:

field The field <where> selection takes one argument, namely
a reference to an instance field of a class. The reference is
a Fully Qualified Name (FQN) [5, Section 6.5.5]. Using this
clause means that whenever the specified class is instantiated,
the specified field will have the, possibly adapted, associatee
injected into it. The field is allowed to have any modifier, except
static, for it should refer to an instance field, or final. For
example, one could have a field selection like:

associate field HTTP.logger with ...

The example means that whenever a new HTTP object is in-
stantiated, the logger field of that instance will have the, possi-
bly adapted, associatee injected into it.

Note that the choice of only supporting instance fields, and not
static fields or other injection points, is no limitation of our concept
per se. Gluer is intended as a proof-of-concept, and choosing a sim-
ple and common injection point fits our goal of having a working
implementation we can reason about. Nonetheless, other, possibly
more dynamic, where clauses can be added to the framework.

The <what> selection statements declare what object to asso-
ciate with the injection point. Currently, there are several options
for such a <what> selection statement implemented:

new The new statement takes a fully qualified class name as its
argument. When using this selection, a new instance of the
specified class is created each time the <where> statement
triggers an injection. The class must have a public no-argument
constructor, so it can be instantiated by the framework. For
example:

associate field HTTP.logger with new AppLogger

This example instantiates a new AppLogger each time an HTTP
object is created, and associates the logger field of this particular
HTTP object with this particular AppLogger.

single The single <what> selection statement also takes a fully
qualified class name as its argument. The difference with the
new statement, is that a single instance of the specified class
is reused each time the <where> statement triggers an injec-
tion. In other words, the Gluer runtime instantiates the class
only once (the first time it is requested) and reuses it for ev-
ery injection done by this association. The class must have a
no-argument constructor, so it can be instantiated by the frame-
work. An example association using the single statement is:

associate field HTTP.logger with single AppLogger

This example instantiates an AppLogger object the first time an
HTTP object is created, and associates the logger field of this
particular HTTP object with this particular AppLogger. The next
time an HTTP object is created, it associates the logger field
with the same AppLogger.

retval The last currently supported <what> selection statement is
the retval statement, which is short for “return value”. It means a
call to a public, static, non-void method each time the <where>
statement triggers an injection. The statement therefore takes
a FQN reference to such a method as an argument, with the
parameters for the method call at the end. These parameters
can be any Java expression, which are validated for correctness
(see Section 2.2 about the static checks). The return value of

the method call determines what is associated with the injection
point. The retval statement gives more expressive power, in case
the former two <what> statements are not sufficient.

associate field HTTP.logger with retval
LoggerFactory.get(Config.isProduction())

In the example above, the method LoggerFactory.get is called
each time an HTTP object is instantiated, and the logger field
of it is associated with the return value of get. One sees that
the result of a call to Config.isProduction is used as an argu-
ment, which may influence the return value of get. Note that
the parameter expressions are evaluated again for each individ-
ual injection. This parameterisation is an example of the extra
expressiveness the retval statement offers.

2.1.3 Adapter resolution
Now that we have seen the two basic building blocks for Gluer, the
adapters and associations, we can discuss how they work together.
In runtime mode, Gluer can determine the dynamic type of the
associatees specified in the association statements, as well as the
type of the injection point.

Having both types of the <where> and <what> parts of an
association, and a registry of adapters, an algorithm for finding
an eligible adapter is needed. We call this the adapter resolution
and this section will describe it in detail. The adapter resolution is
applied for associations that have incompatible types regarding the
injection point (the <where>) and the associatee (the <what>). It
is used for finding a suitable adapter for use in the injection. The
algorithm is aimed at finding the most suitable adapter. This section
describes the adapter resolution process and what it means for an
adapter to be most suitable.

The first step is to check whether an adapter is actually required.
If the type of the value specified by the <where> part of the
association statement and the location selected by the <what> part
are assignment compatible, then a direct adapterless injection can
be performed. Otherwise, the flowchart in Figure 5 is followed. We
will go through each step of the figure to cover the details.

use eligible
adapter

exactly one
eligible?

multiple
eligible?

«determine
closest»

«determine
eligible»

exactly one
closest?

«determine
preferred»

exactly one
preferred?

all
preferred?

    yes

   no
 

   no

  
  yes

    yes

  
 no   

yes

   no

   no

yes

no adapter
available

use closest
adapter

use preferred
adapter

precedence
cycle error

resolution
conflict

Figure 5. Flowchart of adapter resolution logic.

Eligible adapters The steps in the first column of Figure 5 are
about finding eligible adapters. An adapter is eligible if it takes the
associatee as its adaptee and if it is compatible with the injection
point’s type.

Consider the class hierarchy and adapters depicted in Figure 6.
The left side shows the hierarchy of possible injection point types
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Figure 6. Extended hierarchies for determining eligible adapters.

and on the right side is the hierarchy of possible associatee types.
In the middle are the adapters that connect the two hierarchies,
denoted with dark boxes. The complete registry of adapters is A,
B and C. Furthermore, consider the association statements below.

1 associate field HTTP.httplogger with new SuperAppLogger
2 associate field HTTP.subhttplogger with new AppLogger

In this example, the adapter resolution will fail to find any
eligible adapter for both associations. There is no adapter that takes
the SuperAppLogger as adaptee as declared on line 1, and there is
no adapter that is compatible with the SubHTTPLogger class from
line 2. If the resolution mechanism fails to find any eligible adapter,
like in above two statements, the Gluer framework signals an error.

The association statement below together with the class hierar-
chy used above (Figure 6) illustrate the case that there is exactly
one eligible adapter. Assume that the type of the httplogger field is
HTTPLogger.

associate field HTTP.httplogger with new AppLogger

In this case, only the B adapter is eligible, for it takes an
AppLogger as its adaptee and is type compatible with HTTPLogger.
Adapter A is not type compatible with HTTPLogger and adapter C
does not take an AppLogger as its adaptee, which renders both inel-
igible. Since only adapter B is eligible, the resolution is successful
and finished. This means that adapter B will be instantiated and
injected.

However, if we have the association statement below, we get to
a different situation. Note that both the injection point’s type and
the associatee’s type have changed so that the injection point’s type
is SuperHTTPLogger and the associatee’s type is SubAppLogger.
The types of both the injection point and the associatee are less
restraining with respect to adaptation.

associate field HTTP.superhttplogger with new SubAppLogger

Now all three adapters are eligible: they are all type compatible
with SuperHTTPLoggerand they all take a SubAppLogger as their
adaptee. In such a case, i.e. multiple adapters are eligible, more
steps are required to find the most suitable adapter. The resolution
mechanism will try to find the closest adapter.

Closest adapters As shown above, it may very well happen that
multiple adapters are eligible for a certain association. The second
column of the flowchart in Figure 5 shows the steps to resolve this
ambiguity. In the following, we will illustrate these steps consider-
ing the same hierarchy and association statement as above. We had
already established that adapters A, B and C are all eligible in this
case.

An important feature of our conceptual solution is that it finds
the most suitable adapter. For Gluer this means that it tries to find
the closest adapter. We determine whether an adapter is closer than
another adapter for a specific association by calculating hierarchi-

cal path lengths. The distance between two classes (or interfaces)
is determined by the shortest path (counting the edges) between the
two. Note that such paths only exist if one is an ancestor of the
other.

Referring to the adaptee by a more specific type in a closer
adapter offers a wider range of operations to the adapter to trans-
late the requests made through the target type’s interface. There-
fore, potentially costly conversions are saved. Similarly, having to
translate only the more abstract and fewer operations of a target
type, which is higher up in the inheritance hierarchy, may improve
non-functional qualities of the adapter.

For an association, two hierarchical path lengths can be calcu-
lated for each eligible adapter. The first is the distance between the
associatee and the adaptee. The second is the distance between the
adapter’s super type, i.e. the target type of the adaptation, and the
injection point’s type. The two distances for the eligible adapters in
our example are shown in Table 1.

Adapter Associatee distance Injection point distance
A 1 0
B 1 1
C 0 1

Table 1. Distances for the adapters.

For Gluer, the associatee distance is of more importance than
the injection point distance. More distance between the injection
point’s type and the adapter’s type simply means that the adapter
may have more methods then expected, but those will never be
called. Having a short distance between the associatee’s type and
the adaptee’s type means that the adapter can utilise more of the
specialised “knowledge” it has on the object it is adapting, i.e.,
leverage the fact that a larger set of methods is available. For this
reason, Gluer first calculates the associatee distances of the eligible
adapters and if that is not conclusive, i.e. still multiple options
remain, it looks at the injection point distance. Considering table
1 again, this means adapter C is regarded as the closest for our
example association. If however, adapter C would not exist, then
adapter A is the closest.

The above process is still inconclusive in the situation where
two adapters have equal distances, and are regarded as the closest
as well. In the following we discuss how this can be resolved by
precedence relations in the Gluer specification.

Precedence relations Consider the extended class hierarchy in
Figure 7. Notice the newly added adapter called B2. This adapter
takes exactly the same adaptee as the B adapter and it extends
the same class as well. For Gluer adapters B and B2 are on equal
ground. Consider the following association statement:

associate field HTTP.httplogger with new AppLogger

Now both adapters B and B2 are eligible (and no other), but
also turn out to be equally close. Without any extra information the
framework cannot make a choice and a resolution conflict would
arise.

For this purpose, Gluer allows the specification of precedence
declarations. A precedence declaration declares which adapter
should be used in case of equally close adapters. Precedence dec-
larations can be defined in the same files as where the associations
statements (can) go, and they have the following form:

declare precedence <comma−separated−adapter−class−list>

There must at least be two items in the precedence list. For any two
items in this list, the one on the left has precedence over the one on
the right. So if we want that adapter B2 is used in our example, we
write the following:
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Figure 7. Extended hierarchies with equally close adapters.

declare precedence B2, B

Precedence declarations are taken into consideration if and only
if the adapters are equally close. In our example the adapters B
and B2 are always equally close, but scenarios exist where two
adapters are only sometimes equally close, depending on the as-
sociation at hand. An example of when it would be dependent on
the association statement, is when adapter B would also adapt to
SubAppLogger, but adapter B2 would not. If the associatee would
be the SubAppLogger in this case, the adapters would not be equally
close and the precedence relations are not considered, i.e. adapter
B would be chosen, even though it is preceded by B2 in the above
precedence declaration.

All classes tagged with the @Adapter annotation in the class-
path are registered. Therefore, precedence declarations are valu-
able in situations where one wants to globally vary which adapter
to use for, e.g., a particular project, deployment or development
phase, without having to remove adapters from the class-path. For
instance, one could have an adapter suitable for unit testing and a
similar adapter for use in production.

Having precedence declarations, one implicitly creates a di-
rected graph of precedence relations between adapters. As will be
shown, cycles in this graph indicate potentially conflicting prece-
dence declarations.

best.A

good.A othergood.A

test.A

best.A

good.A othergood.A

test.A

Figure 8. Left: correct precedence graph — Right: precedence
graph with cycle.

Figure 8 shows two precedence graphs. A vertex in the graph
is an adapter class, and the direction of the edge denotes what
precedes over what. In the figure, the graph on the left is created
by the following statements:

declare precedence best.A, good.A, othergood.A
declare precedence good.A, test.A

This graph does not have cycles, so whatever combination of
equally close adapters arises, the precedence declarations will not

rule each other out. Note though, that the graph does not solve ev-
ery resolution conflict that may arise for these adapters. If the set of
equally close adapters only contains othergood.A and test.A, then
the framework does not know which one to pick.

Moreover, if the set only contains best.A and test.A, the frame-
work cannot make a decision either, even though there is a path be-
tween those two adapter nodes. This is because separate precedence
declarations are not transitive relations. Another way of looking at
it, is that only the so-called induced subgraph for the vertices at
play is used for determining precedence.

The graph on the right side of the figure shows the same graph
as on the left, but with the following statement added:

declare precedence test.A, best.A

As one can see, this creates a cycle in the graph. This does not
necessarily pose a problem for correct runtime behaviour though,
exactly because of the non-transitiveness as explained above. If the
set of equally close adapters for a particular association contains
only best.A and test.A, the runtime picks the latter. Moreover, if
the set contains only best.A and good.A, or only good.A and test.A,
no problems arise either. If, however, the set contains all three, that
is best.A, good.A and test.A, the framework cannot make a choice
due to the circular relations.

Overruling the adapter resolution The adapter resolution is al-
ways able to select an adapter, if an eligible one exists and suf-
ficient, non-cyclic precedence declarations are defined. Still, one
may want to explicitly specify which adapter should be used for
a particular association, i.e. overrule the adapter resolution algo-
rithm. For this purpose the optional using-clause can be used.

associate <where> with <what> [using <adapter>]

The desired <adapter> can be specified, after the using keyword,
but the entire clause is optional. The <adapter> should be a FQN.
The Gluer tool will not go through the adapter resolution process
if the adapter is specified, but it will check whether it is actually
eligible for the association at hand. The trade-off for using this
clause, is that the dynamicity in selecting the most suitable adapter
based on the runtime type of the injectee is lost.

2.2 Checking
The purpose of the checking mode is to see whether the association
statements are correct. Any warning or error found is reported to the
user. All checks are performed statically. This means that no actual
code that is referenced by the associations, precedence declarations
or adapters is run. The classes are not even loaded into the JVM,
so static initialisations are not executed either. The bytecode is read
directly by Gluer itself using a class file parser. The classes that
are referenced by the associations, precedence declarations, and the
adapters that one wants to have available, should be in the class-
path though. It is in this class-path, supplied to the JVM, that the
Gluer framework searches for adapters, but it also searches for the
referenced classes to gain typing information. This also implies that
the adapter classes should already be in a compiled form, i.e. Gluer
does not compile Java source code; that task is best left to the Java
compiler itself.

When the framework is used in checking mode, it tries to val-
idate the association statements, based on the information it can
retrieve statically. Here follows a descriptive list of the checks per-
formed in checking mode.

2.2.1 Adapter registry
The first step is to build an adapter registry. This registry contains
all the available adapters, along with the types they adapt to and
from. For each adapter, the following is checked:
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• The adapter class must be declared public.
• If the adapter is not a top-level class, i.e. it is an inner class, it

must be declared static.
• The adapter class must be concrete, i.e. a class without the

abstract modifier.
• An adapter class must have at least one public constructor that

takes a single non-primitive argument (the adaptee).

If any of the above requirements is not met, it is considered an
error. If such an error is found in the adapter registry, it is reported
and checking stops at this point.

2.2.2 Precedence declarations
The next stage is checking the precedence declarations. For each
precedence declaration, it is checked whether the specified class
names are known in the adapter registry or at least can be found on
the class path. If not, one of two errors is reported, telling either the
class is not an adapter or the class cannot be found at all. If errors
are found, the checking stops. If however no errors are found, the
precedence relations graph is built and checked for cycles. Cycles
detected this way are reported as warnings.

2.2.3 Association statements
Now that the precedence relations graph and the adapter registry
are both valid, the actual association statements can be checked.
For each association statement, the following is checked:

The where selection clause Currently only one such clause is sup-
ported, the field clause. It checks whether the class exists,
whether the field exists and if it has the correct modifiers, i.e.
not final and not static.

The what selection clause There are currently three such clauses.
For all three it is checked whether the specified class exists.
After this, it depends on the kind of the selection statement. In
case of the new and single clauses, it is checked if the specified
class has an (implicit) no-argument constructor. In case of the
retval clause, it checks whether the provided Java expression
can be compiled. Currently, the retval clause is compiled out of
context, so the parameters cannot refer to locals or non-static
resources.

The using clause If the association has a using-clause, it is checked
whether the specified class is a known adapter. If not, one of two
errors is reported stating that either the class is not an adapter,
i.e. lacks the @Adapter annotation, or the class cannot be found
at all.

Overlap If no errors are found, it is checked whether the associa-
tion does not have overlap conflicts with the other associations,
like trying to inject into the same field.

If no error was found at this point, the types of the where and
what selection statements are determined. If a using-clause was
specified, it is checked that the specified adapter is actually eligible
for this particular association, as discussed in Section 2.1.3.

If no using-clause was specified, it is checked if a single, most
suitable adapter can be found for this particular association. If the
new or single what selection clauses were used in the association
statement, the dynamic type of the adaptee will actually be the same
as its static type. In this case, the checker can perform the nor-
mal adapter resolution algorithm determining the closest eligible
adapter under consideration of the precedence declarations. When
this yields exactly one adapter, also at runtime it will be possible
to unambiguously resolve the adapter injection; otherwise, Gluer
reports that either no suitable adapter can be found or that the asso-
ciation statement is ambiguous.

If the retval what clause is used, the dynamic type of the adaptee
can actually be different from the type statically approximated at
checking time (i.e., it can also be a subtype thereof). The dynamic
type is considered, because Gluer uses reflection when instantiating
an adapter, and thus can instantiate an adapter that would otherwise
not take the static type of the retval clause as its adaptee. For this
reason, Gluer determines a list containing the static adaptee type
and all its subtypes. For each element in the list it checks whether
an adapter can be unambiguously resolved (as explained above) for
the pair of the injection point’s type and the current element. Here
it is sufficient to only consider those types which are taken as an
adaptee by a Gluer adapter.

This concludes the checking process. If no errors are found, then
using the Gluer framework at runtime will not result in exceptions
due to faulty Gluer specifications, given the following conditions:

• The class-path, the classes in this class-path and the association
statements did not change.
• Only the Gluer Agent changes the classes at load-time.
• No new classes are introduced.
• All warnings have been resolved.
• None of the limitations (cf. Section 5) have been challenged,

such as ignoring the fact that injections can be overwritten in
constructors or methods.

3. Validation
We will validate Gluer in two ways. First, we look at actual open
source projects and reason about how Gluer compares to their
composition approaches and if and how those projects could benefit
from Gluer. More specifically, we look at projects that applied the
Adapter pattern for integration purposes.

Next, we implement a single, more theoretical, use case three
times. The bare implementation will not use any Dependency In-
jection (DI), the Guice implementation will use the Google Guice
library for DI and the Gluer implementation will use our frame-
work. As we will see, all three implementations do make use of
the Adapter pattern. This more theoretical case allows us to apply
metrics in the evaluation.

More importantly, for both validation strategies, we can com-
pare the mental effort that the composition approach takes, i.e. how
confident one can be on whether an implementation is going to
work without problems and how much mental effort that took.

3.1 Comparison with compositions in real-world projects
For the first validation, we performed repository mining using the
Boa platform [2] to find open source Java projects that have applied
the Adapter pattern for (unanticipated) integration of an indepen-
dently developed component. Boa indexes SourceForge projects
and allows querying the revision data in the projects’ Version Con-
trol Systems (VCSs). The search was performed by looking at com-
mit messages that hinted at the introduction of the Adapter pattern
for integration purposes. The full Boa query can be seen in listing
2.

1 counts: output collection[string][int] of string;
2 p: Project = input;
3

4 when (i: some int; match(‘ˆjava\$‘,
lowercase(p.programming languages[i])))

5 when (j: each int; def(p.code repositories[j]))
6 when (k: each int;

match(‘adapter|integration|pluggable|binding|dependency
injection|wrapper|legacy component|legacy
system|legacy|component‘,
lowercase(p.code repositories[j].revisions[k].log)))
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7 counts[p.code repositories[j].url][p.code repositories[j]
8 .revisions[k].id] <<

strreplace(strreplace(p.code repositories[j]
9 .revisions[k].log, ‘‘\r’’, ‘‘\\r’’, true), ‘‘\n’’, ‘‘\\n’’, true);

Listing 2. The query script for Boa.

The query resulted in 52712 revisions in total, which we have
manually inspected further until we have identified two projects
that actually have performed an unanticipated integration of the
Adapter pattern.

A first example where the Adapter pattern was not used initially
is Argo2, a JSON parsing library. At revision 20 the developers
added an adapter for integrating it with a SAX parser and a JDOM
parser. Looking at the source code changes in Argo when these
adapters are introduced, we see that it was a manual process: the
client of the library has to initialise the adapter itself and pass
it to the actual parser. To make this possible, the source code of
the parser itself needed changes as well. After this change though,
using another adapter is now quite trivial, since the way the client
has to supply the adapter is a nice example of basic Dependency
Injection.

A downside of the approach taken in the Argo project is the
need to update the source code in order to integrate adapters.
The current implementation of Gluer only supports injection into
fields, while in Argo the dependency is introduced in terms of
a method argument. However, as we have discussed in Section
2.1.2 Gluer is extensible with new injection points, such that code
manipulation can be avoided with an extended Gluer. By using
Gluer, intertwining the core parsing logic with the integration logic
can be prevented.

Second, the project TimeLog Next Generation3 was also found
using Boa. It is a tool used to track time spent on different tasks, and
it is implemented on top of the Eclipse Framework. It uses Eclipse’s
AdapterManager in order to integrate the TimeLogNG data model
classes into Eclipse, using adapters that let Eclipse know how to
display the model classes. Listing 3 shows how the registration is
done programmatically.

1 public void init() {
2 delegate.registerAdapters(new

SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory(
3 new ClientAdapter()), Client.class);
4 delegate.registerAdapters(new

SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory(
5 new ProjectAdapter()), Project.class);
6 delegate.registerAdapters(new

SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory(
7 new TaskAdapter()), Task.class);
8 delegate.registerAdapters(new

SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory(
9 new DefaultTreeSetAdapter()),

TreeSet.class);
10 delegate.registerAdapters(new

SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory(
11 new DefaultListAdapter()), List.class);
12 delegate.registerAdapters(new

SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory(
13 new PeriodAdapter()), Period.class);
14 }

Listing 3. TimeLog registering its adapters.

The init method in the listing is called when the Eclipse Frame-
work is started. A delegate is called to register adapter factories
for each type of model class (e.g. Client and Project). The delegate

2 http://sourceforge.net/projects/argo/
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/timelogng/

is actually the AdapterManager from Eclipse, whereas the factory
(i.e. SimpleWorkbenchAdapterFactory) and the adapters are from
TimeLogNG itself.

In this example, registering and using the adapters is done
imperatively, as was evident in listing 3. This means that if no
suitable adapter is available at some point, this is only discovered
at runtime. Since Gluer is also a DI framework and is declarative
instead of imperative, it finds such issues before the application
is run. This has a huge advantage and shows the strength of our
solution. Moreover, our framework would also remove all of the
intertwined boilerplate code, such as registering the adapters and
retrieving an adapted object.

3.2 Theoretical use case implementation
To have a more concrete understanding of how Gluer compares
to other common approaches in integration compositions, we have
implemented an application according to our running example. It
consists of a simple application, using a logger and an (indepen-
dently developed) HTTP component that uses its own logger. This
is not the preferred situation. It would be better if the HTTP compo-
nent uses the logger of the application. Both situations were already
depicted in Figure 1.

We have implemented this use case three times. The first im-
plementation is a simple base case, not using any DI framework,
hard-coding every dependency. The base case is first implemented
with the bad situation, i.e. as if the application and the HTTP com-
ponent were developed separately, and then it is changed to get
to the preferred integrated situation. It are those changes that are
interesting and that we have evaluated. Next, we have altered the
base case so it uses Google Guice as its DI framework. We have
evaluated the changes to get to the integrated situation again, and
compared this to the simple, hard-coded implementation. We have
done this a third time using our Gluer framework.

3.2.1 Hard-coded implementation
This scenario requires changing the source code to get to the inte-
grated situation. While those changes were small and easy, it did
involve opening both components. In our simple use case this is
feasible, but when dealing with more complicated components, it
might not be that easy.

3.2.2 Google Guice implementation
To incorporate Google Guice, some impactful structural changes
needed to be performed. In Guice, the advertised way of specifying
what to inject where, is by writing so-called module classes. One
basically tells Guice which type to bind to another type or instance
using the @Inject annotation on a field.

With Google Guice, less changes were needed compared with
the hard-coded implementation, but they could not be avoided fully
and there are also other downsides:

• Even though the @Inject annotation makes it clear that some-
thing is injected at a certain place, one does not know for sure
whether the injection will actually take place. If an incorrect or
incomplete module is registered, one does not know until it fails
at runtime.
• Google Guice injects into a field after the object is fully instan-

tiated, so the field cannot be used in the constructor. In our case,
this required additional changes to the code.
• Dependency injections are not recursive, i.e., when instantiating

an object that instantiates another object that requires injections,
those injections are not performed automatically.
• While changing what is injected somewhere was easy, it re-

quired changes to the source and the developer of the HTTP
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component needed to anticipate in advance that one might want
to inject another logger.

3.2.3 Gluer implementation
For this scenario, we start again with the code from the base
case. To associate the HTTP.logger field with an instance of the
AppLogger class, we specify the following .gluer file.

1 associate field validation.gluer.HTTP.logger with retval
2 validation.gluer.AppLoggerFactory.getLogger()

A positive point is that the injection/association can be checked,
by using the checking mode of Gluer. However, since we do not
want to change any source code, the Gluer framework can by design
not check whether an association is missing. In case of Google
Guice, this would be an option, since injection points are annotated.

3.2.4 Discussion
Both the Guice and Gluer approach require good knowledge of the
components at hand. Of course, this is even more the case in the
hard-coded implementation. In case of Gluer, the injection decla-
rations are centralised, localise the definition of what is injected
and where, and are easy to understand. In case of the Guice ap-
proach, the injections (both what and where) are scattered through-
out the source code, but this does make the injection points more
explicit. A specialised editor for Gluer that shows where injections
will take place, may help in this regard. However, in the light of
our goals, the centralised, non-intrusive way as provided by Gluer
is preferred.

4. Related work
Mezini et al. discuss so-called Composite Adapters [11], which are
a group of concrete adapters that work together. Just as Gluer is
(by default) implicit in which adapter it uses for an association,
composite adapters define a scope around concrete adapters, where
type lifting and lowering the return values from calls to the adaptees
happens implicitly. E.g. if adapters X and Y are within the same
composite scope, adapter X is automatically used whenever adapter
Y tries to use an incompatible type that adapter X can adapt to.
Mezini et al. propose to extend OOP languages with constructs that
make such composite adapters available to source code that tries to
use incompatible types, which are then implicitly adapted using the
available composite adapters. Among these proposed constructs,
are keywords that explicitly lift or lower objects to another type,
whenever multiple adapters can resolve a type incompatibility.

There are two major differences between the approach of
Mezini et al. and ours. The first and most important one is that the
Composite Adapters approach imposes its use upon the “client”
code, i.e. it is intrusive. Thus, their approach cannot be used for
legacy code without changing it. Enabling just that was one of our
goals for Gluer.

The second difference is that Gluer has the notion of implicitly
using the most suitable adapter available, in order to avoid resolu-
tion conflicts as much as possible. The work of Mezini et al. does
not have such a mechanism in place. Then again, since their work
has scopes for adapters, resolution conflicts probably occur less of-
ten. Adding the concept of scopes to the adapter registry of Gluer
is a worthwhile topic for further research.

The way Gluer works at runtime has some relation with Aspect-
Oriented Programming (AOP) [9], which allows separating the
composition logic from the core application logic. The framework
performs what in AOP is called runtime weaving. The base code
is “weaved” with extra instructions. For AOP, calling an advice is
the typical instruction that is weaved in and the weaving point, or
the join point, is specified using pointcut expressions. Looking at

Gluer from the viewpoint of AOP, the weaving point is selected by
the <where> selection statement4 and the “advice” that is called is
performing the injection.

By making this relation clear, the interesting question arises if
and how a framework like ours may benefit from an AOP plat-
form. It may yield more powerful <where> and <what> selection
clauses in the association statements.

Also note that our conceptual solution has another common fea-
ture with AOP, namely separation of concerns. The concern of
composition is separated from core logic the components offer.
This makes the components more flexible in how they are deployed.
The difference between our solution and AOP is how the weaving
point is selected. For example in the aspect-oriented language As-
pectJ [8], one selects code instructions of where to run an aspect,
whereas in Gluer one can be oblivious to where injection code is
weaved. Gluer abstracts away from code instructions, as the selec-
tion is more about the structure of the classes.

The Eclipse Framework has a more general approach in using
adapters [1], that has similarities with Gluer. Just like Gluer, it has
an adapter pool. The class AdapterManager has a method to regis-
ter adapter factories together with the target and adaptee types. This
registration of adapter factories can also be done declaratively in an
XML. A second method in AdapterManager can be used to retrieve
a suitable adapter factory, based on an object and the expected inter-
face. The difference between Gluer’s approach and that of Eclipse,
is that with Gluer the adapter registry is static, whereas Eclipse’s
adapter management is not. This difference makes Eclipse more
dynamic, which it needs for installing plug-ins without restarting,
but lacks the checkability Gluer offers.

5. Future Work
Due to the static type system of Java, with no support for duck
typing, structural typing or any dynamic concept alike, a technical
limitation arises when the type of a desired injection point is de-
clared final. One cannot define an adapter for this type, as it cannot
extend the final type.

It was not the main objective of this paper to support a variety of
selection statements. Nevertheless, we developed Gluer such that
it is easily extensible with more selection statements. In our case
studies, we already identified some relevant examples for more
advanced selection of dependency injection points. In future work,
we will systematically categorise injection points and extend Gluer
with corresponding selection statements.

Currently, Gluer injects into a field before the constructor is
run, in order to have the advantage of using the associatee in
the constructor. Similar to what was discussed above, the Gluer
DSL and the framework itself are implemented such that they can
be extended with more expressive clauses for selecting injection
points and for influencing the time when an injection takes place.

We also plan the following future improvements to Gluer:

Context variables for retval The retval associatee selection may
benefit from having context available. One can think of context
information such as the injection point for that particular asso-
ciation statement. One way of doing this in the DSL would be
by having a statement like below. The getLogger method could
take an AssociationContext object as its argument, disclosing
information about the association at hand.

... with retval LoggerFactory.getLogger($context)

4 Although the statements that Gluer weaves into the base need not neces-
sarily be at exactly that particular point.
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Arbitrary arguments for new and single Currently, the new and
single selection statements take only a class name and expect
the class to have a no-argument constructor. This could be ex-
tended in a way that argument expressions can be supplied. This
would have eliminated the need for a factory in the Gluer imple-
mentation of our theoretical validation test case (section 3.2.3).
Possibly this extension might also benefit from the former item,
i.e. context variables.

Inject into static fields Other injection points than an instance
field have been discussed already, such as injecting into pa-
rameters of methods (as was required for the Argo project in
Section 3.1). Another option is to be able to inject into static
fields. Of course this has the same overwriting issue as with
injection into instance fields that one has to consider with this
extension.

Support for generics Currently, the Gluer framework ignores type
parameters. A future improvement would be to add support for
generics. This also opens up the possibility to add support for
injection of collections.

6. Conclusion
We identified that in OOP often a class cannot be used by another
class, when those have been developed separately. Also, in many
cases the source of a class needs to be changed in order to let it use
another class than it currently does. In other words, classes are most
of the time not programmed in a way that they offer extension, or
rewiring of their dependencies. Even if they have been programmed
that way, most of the time they cannot be directly used because
of type incompatibility. Our solution is having classes use other
classes than they already do, in a way that type incompatibilities are
less of a problem, and no existing source code needs to be touched.

As type incompatibilities between separately developed compo-
nents are common in Object-Oriented Programming and changing
legacy source code is not always an option, composing separately
developed components is a non-trivial task. Patterns and frame-
works exist to overcome this issue, but most of these solutions:

1. impose a certain structure on the source code,

2. are not compatible with each other, and

3. require the developer to foresee future use cases of a component
in order for the pattern or framework to be advantageous.

Though the first two issues are not insurmountable, it is impossible
to foresee every future use case. Trying to compose components
in an unforeseen way remains difficult, even with the pattern or
framework in place.

With our research and proof-of-concept implementation we
have shown that by combining the Adapter pattern and Depen-
dency Injection in a certain way, type incompatibilities can be over-
come, without the need to change any source code. The solution we
have described and validated is non-intrusive, and thereby mitigates
the third issue altogether. The first two issues are not completely
solved, though for the first issue this is a matter of extending our
proof-of-concept.

We have also shown that by having clear semantics and a declar-
ative Domain-Specific Language our solution can be powerful yet
simple. Our proof-of-concept has a strong static analysis, increas-
ing the benefits of adopting our approach.
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AOP Aspect-Oriented Programming

API Application Programming Interface

AST Abstract Syntax Tree

CLOS Common Lisp Object System

DI Dependency Injection

DSL Domain-Specific Language

FP Functional Programming

FQN Fully Qualified Name

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

IoC Inversion of Control

JAR Java Archive

JVM Java Virtual Machine

LP Logic Programming

OOP Object-Oriented Programming

PEG Parsing Expression Grammer

URL Unified Resource Locator

VCS Version Control System
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